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Modern prosecutorial power stems from both decentralization of judicial 
power and the need of supervision and balance of authority. Although the creation 
of prosecutorial system makes it possible to deterrent judiciary arbitrariness and 
control policing tyranny, abusing the prosecutorial power by the prosecutor just as 
the police officer and the judge their authority is another problem. Therefore 
establishing a check system of prosecutorial power always is a core issue of every 
country’s prosecutorial system. European country is the originator of modern 
prosecutorial system, they establish a dual check system consist of internal 
supervision and supervising by the legislative and judicial power exteriorly. 
Enhancing the prosecutorial power check system has become the common 
development trend of world prosecutorial system, setting up a perfect proceeding 
to prevent abusing prosecutorial power has been attached great importance 
especially. The check system of prosecutorial power all around the world can be 
divided into two kinds as interior and exterior supervision. In order to keep the 
prosecutorial power’s enforcing legitimacy and not been abusing, a “Yi Fu Liang 
Yuan” regime model has been established in China constitutionally, and mutual 
check among the government officer, prosecutorial office and court has been 
strengthened. And the principle of “division of labor with individual responsibility, 
interwork, mutual check” in the criminal procedure has been prescribed in Chinese 
Criminal procedure law to ensure the check of prosecutorial power effectively. 
Establishing and perfect the prosecutorial power check system following the 
interior common rule of prosecutorial power enforcement is an important problem 















supervision system giving priority to judicial supervision should be established, 
and set up a scientific and due criminal procedure to check the prosecutorial 
power’s enforcement. 
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第一节  内部制约机制 
 
检察权行使的内部制约机制，是指在实行“检察一体化”的检察系统内
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